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Summary:
This book and CD resource is a result of collaboration between Indigenous and nonIndigenous people, created to benefit both communities. It gives glimpses into the lives of the
Eastern Kulin people, focusing on their culture before and at the time of contact with
Europeans.
It is a ‘learning through case-study’ resource for middle and upper secondary students that
looks at people, clans, the land, daily life, stories, ceremonies, beliefs and archaeology. The
activities are designed to engage all students in quality learning, encouraging discovery and
enthusiasm so that students and teachers can travel down the road towards achieving mutual
satisfaction and knowledge of the rich history of the Eastern Kulin people in the classroom.
The supporting CD-Rom is an engaging learning tool for students, and the teacher resource
book contains an extensive selection of worksheets including:
•Student and team work contracts
•Extensive vocabulary list
•Various assesment formats
•Student performance appraisals
Meet the Eastern Kulin learning activities are aligned with the C&SF II level 4–6 outcomes, and
are embedded with Multiple Intellieces theory. It is a thoughful, engaging and
culturally sensitive learning program.
Other related resources from Hawker Brownlow:
• Gunditjmara Country (HB3380)
• Diversity in Young Adolesents: More than Colour (HB4190)
Key selling points:
• Aligned with C&SF II level 4–6 outcomes
• Extensive selection of student worksheets and teacher support
• Embedded with Multiple Intelligences theory
• CD-ROM and website support
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